
 

“Big Wars” 
 
A rule set review for ‘the tactical war gamer’ set in the period of 1880 to 1914, 
using 54mm figures. 
 

By Jeffrey G. Chorney 
NOTE: This article was originally published in Lone Warrior 179. 

 
In 1993 Jessica Productions published “Big Wars” by Stuart Asquith and Jack Alexander.  
These two ‘Better sort of Chaps’ came up with an easy to learn set of rules for war gaming 
54mm figures on the table top.  In 1993 there were three toy soldier suppliers who were catering 
specifically to “Big Wars”. They were GBE, Monmouth, and Dorset Soldiers. The big three were 
producing ‘Little Wars’ soldiers in action poses, guns and cavalry. These figures were traditional 
toy soldiers painted with high gloss paint in traditional poses of which I personally fancy. H.G. 
Wells would have approved these little gems. The ranges in seniority for fighting Colonial 
Battles are the Royal Navy in full dress for landings in Egypt or Africa, Household Cavalry and 
Brigade of Guards in full or working dress (guardsman standing, firing, and kneeling in 
bearskins or campaign dress), members of the General Staff, Lancers, Hussar, Dragoon, line 
infantry, signallers, ordnance corps, medical services, and Royal Engineers. These 
manufacturers’ were also supplying Yeomanry regiments, civilians ranging from Queen Victoria 
to the humble flower seller, and gunners alike. Mountain guns, Gardner guns, Gatling guns, and 
Field artillery were also supplied. 
 
GBE had Connaught Rangers to Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers. The Fusiliers were also available 
for conflict in ceremonial action poses and old soldiers of the Chelsea Hospital. The Scottish, 
Indian, and Canadian regiments were well catered for to fight the Afghan, Zulu, Sudan, Boer, 
and the Great War with opposing sides. The big three had a perfect selection for the avid ‘Big 
Wars’ fan. 

  
 
 A typical battle being 
fought by: Ian Jopson, & 
Alan Gruber. Refereed by 
Brian Carrick from; 
Collecting Toy Soldiers. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The Rules 
 
The rules are designed to produce a ‘fun to play’ type war game between two or more like-
minded souls.  However, anyone who knows me can attest that I will sooner, than later, adapt 
any rule set for solo warfare.  The rules are simplistic rather than simple which I enjoy.  An event 
or outcome can be portrayed with a simple solution which will cause the player to readily absorb 
these rules providing a fast flowing game rather than causing the players to refer to the rule 
book every few minutes as time is valuable these days.  If a particular deed or situation is not 
covered by the rules – and realistically no one should care to cover every eventuality – then the 
players can reason the situation out and find a solution.  The authors recommend that a dice is 
rolled and the highest score means that; that particular option prevails – perfect protocol for solo 
players.  These rules were extensively play tested before release and the authors advise the 
player to amend them in light of their own playing experience, a humble response by two ‘Better 
sort of Chaps.’ 
 

Organisation - Infantry Units 
 
The beauty of these rules is that you can field an infantry unit with ten privates (or ‘other ranks’ 
or tribesman as you wish) plus an officer or chief.  A flag bearer or musician may be added if so 
desired.  There is no difference between guard infantry, line infantry, light infantry and native 
units so your figure’s need not be in the same pose.  The ten plus one organisation works well 
here as a typical box of plastic figures will suffice to field a unit.  Equally, your infantry units need 
not be all the same strength however the authors recommend uniformity which assists in a 
smooth running campaign.  In a melee, all men present may be included, but in firing only the 
rank and file are counted.  This can be amended by the soloist if desired. 
 

Mounted Units 
 
Whether on horses, or camels, mounted units consist of four figures.  If desired a small unit can 
include an officer, standard bearer and musician, any of them or none of them, but unlike 
infantry the four figure organisation cannot be exceeded.  If dismounted replacement 
figures/animals can be used to duplicate units like mounted infantry or Boers.  A typical 
dismounted unit would consist of a holder, four un-ridden animals and three fighting men.  If 
dismounting a unit, overall strength effectiveness is reduced to three figures. 
 

Gun Boats 
 
The rules mention gun boats and therefore adding a tremendous presence to the game 
however there are no supporting rules for movement or firing.  In keeping with simplicity I 
devised a quick and simple firing table once a vessel is in position to fire (range 40” or less with 
6 pound cannon) on an identified unit in range.  Gun Boat may only fire once per turn. 
 

Roll a 6 – Unit is destroyed by a direct hit. 

Roll a 5 – Unit takes major casualties, out of action on battlefield for 3 turns. 

Roll a 4 – Unit retires for medical attention, loose 1 turn.  

Roll a 3 – Unit may return fire but is pinned down for one turn. 

Roll a 2 – Unit receives minor damage, continues to fight and return fire. 

Roll a 1 – No effect. 

 



 

Field and Horse Artillery Batteries 
 

 A typical battery consists of one cannon and 
a crew.  A crew can vary from three to six 
figures however the authors recommend a 
standardisation of four figures.  The presence 
of horse teams can be assumed.  There are 
rules for limbering, unlimbering, and 
movement as well. 
 

Mountain and Machine Gun Batteries 
 
A mountain artillery battery may also consist 
of one gun model and three to six gunners.  
The authors also recommend representing 
mules as well and extra detail can be 
modeled with guns broken down for transport.  
Machine guns, Gatling, Gardner, Maxim etc. 
and ‘Pom-Pom’ are organized the same as 
artillery batteries.  The authors also 
recommend the presence of machine carts or 
limbers for extra attention to detail. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Support Units 
 
A support unit is considered as a non-combatant unit.  It can consist of one horse drawn wagon 
with a couple of drivers on the horse team and a couple of men seated on the wagon.  Wagons 
can be multi-purpose, ambulance, ammunition, engineering, general service, office, stores, 
supplies etc. as required by the scenario and specialized depending on space and finances. 
 

Movement 
 
All movement is measured in inches.  Maximum movement distances cannot be exceeded. 
Troops are not obliged to move if desired. 
 

Maximum Movement Distances 
 
Infantry in line (i.e. one or two figures deep) …………………………………………….….6” 
Infantry in line, moving and firing ………………………………………………………….....4” 
Infantry in column (three or four figures wide) ……………………………………………...8” 
Light Infantry (in open order) …………………………………………………………….…...9” 
Light Infantry, moving and firing (skirmishing) ………………………………………….…..6” 
Natives or irregulars ……………………………………………………………………….…..9” 
Natives or irregulars, moving and firing ………………………………………....................9” 
 



 

Non-wheeled machine gun moving with crew ……………………………………….……..3” 
Non-wheeled machine gun into or out of action ……………………………………..……...0 
 
Heavy cavalry/camelry (in any formation) …………………………………………………10” 
Medium cavalry/camelry (in any formation) ……………………………………………….12” 
Light cavalry/camelry (in any formation) ……………………………………...…………...15” 
Native or irregular cavalry/camelry (assumed to be light) ……………..….……………..18” 
Cavalry/camelry dismount and move on foot ………………………………………………5” 
Cavalry/camelry move on foot and mount …………………………………….…………….4” 
 
Pom-Pom or Wheeled machine gun moving by team ……………………………………10” 
Pom-Pom or Wheeled machine gun limbering up or unlimbering ………………………..6” 
Manhandled Pom-Pom or Wheeled machine gun …………………………………………4” 
 
Mule Battery on the march ……………………………………………………………………8” 
Mule battery limbering up or unlimbering ……………………………………………………0 
Manhandled deployed mule gun ……………………………………………………………..4” 
 
Horse artillery moving by team ………………………………………………………...…...10” 
Horse artillery limbering up or unlimbering ………………………………………………….6” 
Manhandled deployed horse artillery gun …………………………………………...……...4” 
 
Field artillery moving by team ………………………………………………………...……...6” 
Field artillery limbering up or unlimbering ……………………………………………..……..0 
Manhandled deployed field artillery piece ………………………………………….……….2” 
 
Wagons ………………………………………………………………………………….……...6” 
Gun Boats ……………………………………………………………………………...……..12” 
 
I find these movement distances ideal for table top play as I play on a 2’ X 4’ table which is 
small by today’s standards.  Most of my posturing before engagement happens off of the table 
on a campaign map.  All battling and skirmishing takes place on my table.  As a soloist any of 
these movement distances can be adjusted for the particular scale you model in however ‘Big 
Wars” was designed specifically for 54 mm figures. 
 

Terrain and Cover 
 
Obstacles which will cause a unit to move at half speed until clear are; towns, villages, fences, 
hedges, ploughed fields, rivers, slopes, streams, railway lines, walls, and woods. 
 

Hard and Soft Cover 
 
Typical hardcover can be defined as; brick or stone walls, ruins, or a pre-prepared defensive 
position such as a redoubt etc.  Troops may not fire if lying down to avoid casualties behind 
hard cover.  Incoming artillery will cause some slight damage and the soloist can devise a table 
for hits accordingly.  If troops lying down behind hard cover are caught by attackers, they lose 
the +1 melee advantage offered by that cover.  Soft cover can be; sandbags, mealie bags, 
ammunition boxes, zerabas etc.  Some protection is provided against small arms/machine guns 
only. 
 



 

Condition’s for firing Artillery. 
 

 Rounds must not pass within 2” of one’s own men 

 The target must be within a 12.5 degree arc of fire 

 The full gun crew in attendance (-1 for each member missing) 

 The gun itself not under infantry fire ( I would add cavalry fire as well) 

 Range 36” for big guns and 24” for mountain guns 

 Range measure from mouth of gun barrel and the axle 
 

Effect of Artillery Fire 
 
A 1D6 is rolled to calculate effect of each hit – at ranges up to and including 12”, the score 
shown by the dice is halved and this figure is the number of figures laid low by the artillery fire.  
Any fractions are ignored.  Thus a score of five on the dice would ‘kill’ two figures.  At ranges 
over 12” up to 36” the dice score is quartered.   I.E. a score of 4 would cause 1 casualty.  Nice 
and easy!  For sake of space the rest of the items I will not cover but include; Specialized 
Targets, Machine Guns Firing, Small Arms Firing, Infantry, Boers, Melee, Moral, and Further 
reading. 
 

Big Wars Battle Scenario – Combatants - Ian Jopson and Alan Gruber 
 
During the writing of this article I had been religiously following two colleagues who are battling 
it out on the table top in Great Britain using ‘Big Wars.’ These results are as follows. News of the 
raid has caused consternation at Russian headquarters; reports are coming in that border posts 
in the mountains have been brushed aside and local garrisons overrun as the Turks advance in 
three swift columns, destroying everything in their path.  Orders have been sent out recalling all 
garrisons in the region to concentrate at Tsaritsyn to the north; no regular troops can be spared 
from the main front in the Balkans so the General Staff set to the job of improvising a command 
for the defense. 
 

 



 

Umpire notes by Brian Carrick 
 
I had originally intended the size and composition of the two forces to be very different but 
purely by chance rather than design they came out fairly even, they both had roughly 100 
infantry, 20 cavalry, 2 guns and 6 Command.  The Russian field guns had an advantage in 
range over the Turkish mountain guns but in practice this was found to give no benefit.  The 
players were not aware of each other’s victory conditions: for the Turks it was to break through 
the enemy line by taking at least 50% of their forces across his baseline, for the Russians it was 
to defeat the raid by preventing the breakthrough to Astrakhan and inflicting at least 50% 
casualties.  For both sides there was a bonus for whoever possessed the gold at the end. 
Nearly all the figures used are conversions, the Turkish light horse, Guard infantry (in light blue 
zouave tunics), Montenegrins and Albanians as well as the buildings in the village were all 
made by Ross Macfarlane and featured in his Emir's Lair scenario (many thanks Ross).  The 
Russian Hussars and recast Britain’s Cossacks came from the collection of John Ruddle.  All 
the rest are my own humble efforts. 
 
A final note: I haven’t had the chance to play these rules but I intend to give them a go. 
However they would be easy to adapt to a solo campaign and if you are so inclined.  Or play by 
e-mail or Skype with another player is not out of the realm. Either way, they are rules for the 
“Better sort of Chap’ if you please!  A nice game with a set of easy to read/play rules …. Jeff 
 

 References: 
 
‘Big Wars’ by: Stuart Asquith and Jack Alexander 
GBE Toy Soldiers - http://www.gbetoysoldiers.co.uk/ 
Dorset Soldiers - http://www.dorsetsoldiers.com/ 
Monmouth Metal Toys – I couldn’t find these guys but here is a good link … 
http://toysoldiercollectors.homestead.com/dealers02.html 
Battle played by: Ian Jopson and Alan Gruber 
Pictures’ graciously supplied by: Brian Carrick 
Umpire – Brian Carrick, (Collecting Toy Soldiers) http://toysoldiercollecting.blogspot.ca/ 
 

FURTHER READING/INSPIRATION 
 
The Wargaming Pioneers: Early Wargames Vol. 1 Edited by John Curry 
This recent (2011) publication is a real ‘shot in the arm’ for toy soldier war gamers, reproducing 
as it does, a number of out of print, previously hard to obtain sets of rules. The contents include 
The Great War Game (1908), War Games for Boy Scouts (1910), Little Wars (1913), Sham 
Battle (1929), Mechanix Artillery Duel (1932), The Liddell Hart Wargame (1935) and Captain 
Sach’s War Game (1940). John Curry is the editor of The History of Wargaming Project and for 
further details, I suggest you keep a close eye on John’s website – www.wargaming.co. 
 

Little Wars 
The author H G Wells wrote Little Wars, published in 1913, with Arms & Armour Press 
publishing a facsimile edition in 1970 and doubtless there have been other versions since then. 
If you have not seen a copy Little Wars, it is difficult to describe the book’s immediate appeal, 
but the photographs of games using toy soldiers, the delightful margin sketches and the 
suggested rules make this a classic title and without doubt the inspirational book. 
 
 

http://www.gbetoysoldiers.co.uk/
http://www.dorsetsoldiers.com/
http://toysoldiercollectors.homestead.com/dealers02.html
http://toysoldiercollecting.blogspot.ca/
http://www.wargaming.co/


 

Floor Games 
H G Wells also wrote Floor Games, published in 1911, ie two years before Little Wars. This is 
not purely a war game book, but contains some great ideas for games such as The Game of the 
Wonderful Islands, where troop carrying warships sail between four islands, each inhabited by 
different peoples and endless games of conquest and recapture arise, and also Of The Building 
of Cities in which suggestions as to how to construct and lay out one’s buildings are offered, all 
with extremely inspiring photographs. A new selection of delightful margin drawings, of the type 
that formed such an attractive feature of Little Wars is again included in Floor Games, further 
add to its charm. A new edition of Floor Games was published in March 2006 by Skirmisher 
Publishing in America, but copies of various editions are generally readily available. 
 

Shambattle 
Another interesting book is Shambattle: How to Play with Toy Soldiers by Lieutenant Harry G. 
Dowdall US Army and Joseph H Gleason, published in 1929. The book is a wee bit ponderous 
in its style, but takes the reader through three battles between the forces of Bluvia and Redina 
which increase in complexity. Not many figures are needed, about 40 per side for the largest 
game, plus cannons and a couple of machine guns per army. The interesting point about 
Shambattle is that it is played out on a large sketch map about three feet by five, drawn on 
paper and laid out on a suitable playing surface. Fascinating. The good news is that a spiral 
bound reproduction A5 copy of Shambattle was published in 2004 by the editors of Milihistriot 
as a 21st Century Edition, and see also The Wargaming Pioneers: Early Wargames Vol. 1 edited 
by John Curry, noted above. 
 

The Great War Game Book 
Back in 1908 Britains produced The Great War Game Book, a 16 A4 page illustrated pamphlet 
publicising their soldiers. This publication contained some 30 black and white photographs of 
toy soldiers and real life military subjects, plus war gaming advice written by ‘The Boys’ Minister 
for War’. See also The Wargaming Pioneers: Early Wargames Vol. 1 edited by John Curry, 
noted above. 
 

Other Useful Titles 
Moschauser J., How to Play Wargames in Miniature, Walker & Co (NY) 1962 
(Republished [2010] as Joseph Morschauser’s How to Play War Games in Miniature: A 
Forgotten Wargaming Pioneer: Early Wargames Vol 3 Edited by John Curry and Bob Cordery 
as part of The Wargaming of History project.) 
 
Perry F. E. A First Book of Wargaming    Model & Allied Publications 1977 
Perry F. E. A Second Book of Wargaming Model & Allied Publications 1978 


